
King Style Guitars: A Journey into the Heart of
Blues and Rockabilly
In the realm of electric guitars, few can rival the iconic status and enduring
legacy of King Style guitars. These instruments, with their distinctive "V"
shape and hollow bodies, have shaped the sound of some of the most
influential players in blues, rockabilly, and early rock and roll.

In this article, we will delve into the captivating world of King Style guitars.
We will explore their unique design, sound, and history, and provide video
and audio examples to showcase their exceptional qualities.
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The Unique Design of King Style Guitars

King Style guitars are instantly recognizable by their striking "V" shape.
This design not only adds to their visual appeal but also contributes to their
distinct sound. The hollow body provides ample resonance, while the solid
spruce top enhances clarity and sustain.
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The neck of a King Style guitar is typically made from mahogany or maple,
providing a comfortable and responsive playing surface. The fretboard is
usually made from rosewood or ebony, offering a smooth and durable
surface for intricate fretwork.

The electronics of King Style guitars are typically simple yet effective. One
or two single-coil pickups are mounted near the bridge, providing a clear
and articulate sound. The controls consist of a volume knob and a tone
knob, allowing players to dial in a wide range of tonal variations.

The Captivating Sound of King Style Guitars

King Style guitars are renowned for their warm, resonant sound that is
perfect for blues, rockabilly, and early rock and roll. The hollow body
provides a deep and full low end, while the solid spruce top adds clarity and
definition to the mids and highs.

The single-coil pickups deliver a bright and articulate sound that is perfect
for cutting through the mix. They provide plenty of clarity and definition,
making them ideal for fingerpicking and lead playing.

The History of King Style Guitars

The origins of King Style guitars can be traced back to the early 1950s. The
first King Style guitars were made by Paul Bigsby, a legendary luthier and
guitarist. Bigsby's guitars quickly gained popularity among musicians due to
their unique design and sound.

In the 1960s, Gibson acquired the rights to produce King Style guitars.
Gibson introduced several variations of the King Style guitar, including the



ES-335 and the ES-345. These guitars became instant classics and are still
highly sought after by musicians today.

Video and Audio Examples of King Style Guitars

To truly appreciate the exceptional qualities of King Style guitars, it is
essential to hear them in action. Here are some video and audio examples
that showcase the unique sound and versatility of these instruments:

B.B. King playing a Gibson ES-335

Scotty Moore playing a Gibson ES-295

Keith Richards playing a Gibson ES-345

King Style guitars are truly exceptional instruments that have played a vital
role in shaping the sound of popular music. Their unique design,
captivating sound, and rich history make them a must-have for any serious
guitarist.

Whether you are a blues enthusiast, a rockabilly lover, or simply appreciate
great guitar craftsmanship, King Style guitars are sure to inspire and delight
you. So pick one up and embark on a musical journey that will take you to
the heart of blues and rockabilly.
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